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Exploring green wood
Expert user: Brian Palsgaard

Lumberjack competitor

Excursion to a park to work with fresh cut 
wood. The tree was cut down due to a fungal 
infection as evident in the blackend core of 
the trunk.
Group effort to cleave the wood into mana-
gable pieces to use as legs for another project 
and to produce a hammer to use with the 
cleavers.



Getting to know the tools and exploring the nature of the wood

Wood to go...



Working from technical drawings and with woodshop tools

Task: To build a wood shaving horse with found materials 
and wood from our trip to the park.



Contextual inquiry through interpretation

Subject/gift buddy:
Kirsten who is 41 years old lives on her own and is seldom home. She spends 
the majority of her free time training for a triathlon.

Method:
I conducted the interview by letting her take the lead. First by showing me 
around her apartment and talking about her belongings. This gave me informa-
tion to shape my questions as we sat down with a cup of tea to talk further.

Findings:
She was very close with her mother but since her death Kirsten has been avoi-
ding staying at home because she feels the cosiness has gone with her passing. 
She would like to make her home feel more cosy and have more people over.

Conclusion:
A product that promotes togetherness and helps her find the joy in her home 
she has lost with the death of her mother.



Woodland working

Allan Fledelius end user

Production of product for my gift buddy based on my research in my contextual 
inquiry. The production took place in the woods using manuel wood working tools for 
splitting and carving the wood.



Working on our projects using wood carving tools.

I decided to make my giftbuddy a box for storing a deck of cards and some dice

Working with green wood is interesting because wood changes as it dries. The wood split but 
as the box is for larger items the split does not interfere with its purpose. The top is left raw 
from the cleaving and the bottom is smooth to show the conflict in Kirsten.



Material discovery



Materials made from recycled trash
I got my inspiration from DR Friland, a ecological development project, where the shells of the blue mussels was used 
as insulation in walls. I find these shells to be very beautiful in their dark colour on the outside and shiny pearly inside, 
Modern paint products comes in mother of pearl finish so I was curious to se if it was possible to turn the shells into 
pigment for natural paint.

1st attempt: Linseed oil and pigment - gritty consistensy. Pigment does not adhere.

Further experiments: traditional swedish paint (rye flour and linseed oil) and a tempera paint (buttermilk, flour and 
oil) to obtain a smoother paint. Also finding a crusher that can micronize the pigment.



The breif is to create a sound absorbing 
wall to cancel out the noise from outsi-
de our classroom.

I started by doing some free form fol-
ding to get to know the paper’s proper-
ties. 

Due to time constraint we settled on an 
origami shape called the Sonobe unit 
as we found evidence it would work 
as a wall and this gave us time to work 
more with the properties of the paper.

Digital living: Another piece in the wall



In Rhino we made a 2D drawing of the paper unit and used a laserprinter to 
imprint the folding lines in a sheet 200 g paper. We learned that the thickness 
of the paper made it too rigid and the folded units cracked in some places. 

Our initial tests was done in 80 g copy paper but was too thin to hold the units 
together and the slid apart when working with them leaving us with the con-
clusion that any future atempts should be made in paper of roughly 120 gs. 



My current project is making a series of containers for casting. To look for inspiration for 
shapes I gathered all the fun shapes I could find in my apartment. As you can see in the 
background it consist mostly of toys as the nature of anthropomofic objects has always 
appealed to me.

My first container is an oversized tin can with arms and legs. It can be used as a flowerpot 
and has the potential to develop into a box by adding a lid.

The next page shows the process of adding thickness to the can using clay and making in-
dentations for the arms and legs to be fixed into. I have also made a mold for casting one 
of the legs but the medium didn’t allow for a smooth surface although it picked up details 
well so that has to be made again in another medium. So far the prototype is to be cast in 
plaster but the finished product is to be made in ceramics.

Analog living: Moulding




